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内容概要

The 4th Edition of this text - popularly known as the "purple book" - returns with a comprehensive, up-to-date
look at diagnostic imaging, presenting essential facts in an easy-to-read, bulleted format. More than 1,800 images
highlight key diagnostic details and encompass the full range of modalities and specialties. A differential diagnosis
section is found at the end of each chapter, and a differential index facilitates rapid reference. The 4th Edition
includes coverage of new technologies, emphasizes clinical technical advances in CT and MRI, and examines the
emergence of PET. A CD-ROM - new to this edition - features animations that depict the spatial and temporal
complexities of MRI.

  Highlights key diagnostic details for all body systems and encompasses the full range of radiologic modalities and
specialties with more than 1,800 images - all in one convenient source.
  Presents key information in an easy-to-read, bulleted format for quick reference.
  Describes important signs, anatomic landmarks, and common radiopathologic alterations.
  Provides extra space for note taking.
  Includes mnemonics and descriptive terminology to enhance recall of key facts, techniques, and images.  

  Examines new technologies, including hybrid PET technology and new applications of MRI.
  Covers new techniques in interventional radiology and digital mammography.
  Emphasizes subspecialty clinical technical advances in CT and MR - along with their updated protocols - as well
as the emergence of PET.
  Discusses current trends and changes in disease classification and their impact on the interpretation of radiological
findings.  
  Features the contributions of new editor John W. Chen, who shares his knowledge in MR and neuroradiology.
  Includes a CD-ROM featuring animations that depict the spatial and temporal complexities of MRI.
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书籍目录

Abbreviations1 Chest Imaging　Imaging Anatomy　Infection　AIDS　Neoplasm　Chronic Lung Disease
　Inhalational Lung Disease　Airway Disease　Lung Injury　Pulmonary Vasculature　Pleura　Mediastinum
　Differential Diagnosis2 Cardiac Imaging　Cardiac imaging Techniques　Congenital Heart Disease　Acquired
Heart Disease　Differential Diagnosis3 Gastrointestinal Imaging　Esophagus　Stomach　Duodenum and Small
Bowel　Colon　Liver　Biliary System　Pancreas　Spleen　Peritoneum and Abdominal Wall　Differential
Diagnosis4 Genitourinary Imaging　Kidneys　Bladder and Urethra　Retroperitoneum　Adrenal Glands　Male
Pelvis　Female Pelvis　Differential Diagnosis5 Musculoskeletal Imaging　Trauma　Bone Tumors　Arthritis
　Metabolic Bone Disease　Differential Diagnosis6 Neurologic Imaging　Imaging Anatomy　Vascular Disease
　Trauma　Neoplasm　Degenerative and White Matter Disease　Hydrocephalus　Infection　Congenital
Disease　Sellar and Juxtasellar Region　Spine　Differential Diagnosis7 head and Neck Imaging8 Vascular
Imaging9 Breast Imaging10 Obstetric Imaging11 Pediatric Imaging12 Nuclear Imaging13 Contrast Agents14
Imaging PhysicsIndex
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